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Modèles de langue, TAL et RI

Les modèles de langue actuels

I Modèles de langue présents dans de nombreuses applications :
traduction automatique, génération, dialogue, questions-réponses,
RI ad hoc, ...

I Modèles pré-entraînés avec une supervision naturelle
(self-supervised)

I Fournissent des plongements lexicaux (word embeddings)
contextualisés

I BERT en est un exemple prototypique

E. Gaussier BERT & documents longs (RI, TAL) 2
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Les modèles de langue à la BERT
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Figure 3: Differences in pre-training model architectures. BERT uses a bidirectional Transformer. OpenAI GPT
uses a left-to-right Transformer. ELMo uses the concatenation of independently trained left-to-right and right-to-
left LSTMs to generate features for downstream tasks. Among the three, only BERT representations are jointly
conditioned on both left and right context in all layers. In addition to the architecture differences, BERT and
OpenAI GPT are fine-tuning approaches, while ELMo is a feature-based approach.

to converge. In Section C.1 we demonstrate that
MLM does converge marginally slower than a left-
to-right model (which predicts every token), but
the empirical improvements of the MLM model
far outweigh the increased training cost.

Next Sentence Prediction The next sentence
prediction task can be illustrated in the following
examples.

Input = [CLS] the man went to [MASK] store [SEP]

he bought a gallon [MASK] milk [SEP]

Label = IsNext

Input = [CLS] the man [MASK] to the store [SEP]

penguin [MASK] are flight ##less birds [SEP]

Label = NotNext

A.2 Pre-training Procedure

To generate each training input sequence, we sam-
ple two spans of text from the corpus, which we
refer to as “sentences” even though they are typ-
ically much longer than single sentences (but can
be shorter also). The first sentence receives the A
embedding and the second receives the B embed-
ding. 50% of the time B is the actual next sentence
that follows A and 50% of the time it is a random
sentence, which is done for the “next sentence pre-
diction” task. They are sampled such that the com-
bined length is  512 tokens. The LM masking is
applied after WordPiece tokenization with a uni-
form masking rate of 15%, and no special consid-
eration given to partial word pieces.

We train with batch size of 256 sequences (256
sequences * 512 tokens = 128,000 tokens/batch)
for 1,000,000 steps, which is approximately 40

epochs over the 3.3 billion word corpus. We
use Adam with learning rate of 1e-4, �1 = 0.9,
�2 = 0.999, L2 weight decay of 0.01, learning
rate warmup over the first 10,000 steps, and linear
decay of the learning rate. We use a dropout prob-
ability of 0.1 on all layers. We use a gelu acti-
vation (Hendrycks and Gimpel, 2016) rather than
the standard relu, following OpenAI GPT. The
training loss is the sum of the mean masked LM
likelihood and the mean next sentence prediction
likelihood.

Training of BERTBASE was performed on 4
Cloud TPUs in Pod configuration (16 TPU chips
total).13 Training of BERTLARGE was performed
on 16 Cloud TPUs (64 TPU chips total). Each pre-
training took 4 days to complete.

Longer sequences are disproportionately expen-
sive because attention is quadratic to the sequence
length. To speed up pretraing in our experiments,
we pre-train the model with sequence length of
128 for 90% of the steps. Then, we train the rest
10% of the steps of sequence of 512 to learn the
positional embeddings.

A.3 Fine-tuning Procedure

For fine-tuning, most model hyperparameters are
the same as in pre-training, with the exception of
the batch size, learning rate, and number of train-
ing epochs. The dropout probability was always
kept at 0.1. The optimal hyperparameter values
are task-specific, but we found the following range
of possible values to work well across all tasks:

• Batch size: 16, 32

13https://cloudplatform.googleblog.com/2018/06/Cloud-
TPU-now-offers-preemptible-pricing-and-global-
availability.html

I Modèles de langue bidirectionnels aux performances "état-de-l’art"

I Pré-entraînement puis adaptation aux collections ciblées

I Disponible en plusieurs langues et sur plusieurs domaines
(camembert, flaubert)

I Brique fondamentale : transformeur

Image tirée de Devlin et al.
E. Gaussier BERT & documents longs (RI, TAL) 3
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Les transformeurs (image tirée de Vaswani et al.)

Figure 1: The Transformer - model architecture.

3.1 Encoder and Decoder Stacks

Encoder: The encoder is composed of a stack of N = 6 identical layers. Each layer has two
sub-layers. The first is a multi-head self-attention mechanism, and the second is a simple, position-
wise fully connected feed-forward network. We employ a residual connection [11] around each of
the two sub-layers, followed by layer normalization [1]. That is, the output of each sub-layer is
LayerNorm(x + Sublayer(x)), where Sublayer(x) is the function implemented by the sub-layer
itself. To facilitate these residual connections, all sub-layers in the model, as well as the embedding
layers, produce outputs of dimension dmodel = 512.

Decoder: The decoder is also composed of a stack of N = 6 identical layers. In addition to the two
sub-layers in each encoder layer, the decoder inserts a third sub-layer, which performs multi-head
attention over the output of the encoder stack. Similar to the encoder, we employ residual connections
around each of the sub-layers, followed by layer normalization. We also modify the self-attention
sub-layer in the decoder stack to prevent positions from attending to subsequent positions. This
masking, combined with fact that the output embeddings are offset by one position, ensures that the
predictions for position i can depend only on the known outputs at positions less than i.

3.2 Attention

An attention function can be described as mapping a query and a set of key-value pairs to an output,
where the query, keys, values, and output are all vectors. The output is computed as a weighted sum
of the values, where the weight assigned to each value is computed by a compatibility function of the
query with the corresponding key.

3
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Propriétés des transformeurs (1)

Attention is all you need !

Attention(Q,K ,V ) = softmax(
QKT

√
dk

)V

Propriétés (biais inductifs)

I Modélisation directe les dépendances locales et à longue distance

I Les têtes multiples (8 par ex.) permettent de capturer différents
types de dépendances

I Les couches successives (6 par ex.) permettent de capturer des
dépendances complexes (⇒ structure)

E. Gaussier BERT & documents longs (RI, TAL) 5
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Interlude sur les biais inductifs

Pas d’apprentissage sans biais
I Biais lié :

I Aux propriétés du modèle (par ex. CNN)
I Aux fonctions objectifs (stratégie pour éviter les répétitions et les

hallucinations en génération par ex.)
I Aux données et aux connaissances (modèles flexibles permettant de

les prendre en compte)

I Biais permet d’apprendre un modèle qui "généralise bien"

I La capacité de généralisation des modèles neuronaux actuels pour le
TAL reste faible

Jeux de données SCAN (Lake & Baroni) et COGS (Kim & Linzen)
- compositional generalization

E. Gaussier BERT & documents longs (RI, TAL) 6
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Propriétés des transformeurs (2)

Attention is all you need !

Attention(Q,K ,V ) = softmax(
QKT

√
dk

)V

Considérations informatiques

I Calcul du gradient simple et facilement parallélisable

I Complexité en O(n2) rend difficile l’utilisation sur des documents
longs (512 tokens)

E. Gaussier BERT & documents longs (RI, TAL) 7
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Transformeurs/BERT et documents longs (1)

Idée générale : travailler sur des blocs de taille raisonnable

1. Limiter la taille des documents de façon arbitraire ou par une
sélection adéquate - MultiHop QA (Yang et al., Fang et al.), RI (à
venir)

2. Utiliser une fenêtre glissante (Joshi et al. pour la résolution de
coréférence)

3. Utiliser des modèles hiérarchiques qui permettent de partager
l’information entre différents blocs (Tu et al.)

E. Gaussier BERT & documents longs (RI, TAL) 8
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Transformeurs/BERT et documents longs (2)

La bonne approche dépend des caractéristiques requises :
représentation/compréhension globale ou partielle d’un document,
positions relatives des informations pertinentes, ...

I Applications TAL requièrent souvent une représentation fine et
complète d’un document (résumé automatique par ex.)

I La RI ad hoc ne requiert qu’une représentation partielle d’un
document (représentation fine des seules parties pertinentes)

Nous privilégions des pistes différentes suivant l’application visée

E. Gaussier BERT & documents longs (RI, TAL) 9
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BERT global (Grail et al.)

Block 1 Block 2 Block K

CLS x1,1 x1,n1

Embedding Layer
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Figure 1: Our proposed modification of a multi-layer transformer architecture. The input sequence is composed
of K blocks of tokens. Each transformer layer is applied within the blocks, and a bidirectional GRU network
propagates information in the whole document by updating the [CLS] representation of each block.

several recent works (Fang et al., 2019b; Zhang
et al., 2019b; Tu et al., 2020). Because we con-
struct and propagate document level information
between the layers, global and local information
are fused at every level of the architecture. The text
blocks can be sentences, paragraphs, or sections.
We experiment using sentences as blocks because
it generally does not exceed the maximum length
allowed by pre-trained models and because BERT
has demonstrated to be well adapted to represent
such sequences.

We start by splitting the original sequence into
multiple blocks. Let D be a document composed of
K blocks, D = {B1; B2; · · · ; BK} where a block
Bk, 1  k  K, is composed of nk tokens. To fol-
low the convention of BERT, special tokens [CLS]
and [SEP] are respectively added at the beginning
and end of each block of the document, so that:
Bk = {[CLS]; xk,1; xk,2; · · · xk,nk

; [SEP]} where
xk,i is the index of the WordPiece token i of block
k. In the remainder, the index 0 (resp. nk + 1) will
be used to refer to the representation of the [CLS]
(resp. [SEP]) token in each block.

Embedding Layer Because our goal is to reuse
the available pre-trained BERT parameters, token
representations are kept the same as in the original
BERT and are composed of a token embedding, a
segment embedding, and a positional encoding that
represents the position of the token in its block. We
will denote by Ek (Ek 2 R(nk+2)⇥h, 1  k  K)
the embedding representation of block k.

Propagation Layers Our model is composed

of L stacked identical hierarchical layers, called
propagation layers, that comprise a transformer
layer, a BiGRU to propagate information across
blocks and, finally, a feed-forward network. For
any layer `, 1  `  L, let U `

k 2 R(nk+2)⇥h be
the representation of block k after the (` � 1)th

layer, the representation for the first layer being
initialized with the output of the embedding layer:
U1

k = Ek, 8k 2 {1, · · · , K}. We first apply the
pre-trained transformer function T ` individually
on each block of the document to compute local,
token-aware representations V `

k 2 R(nk+2)⇥h:

V `
k = T `(U `

k), 8k 2 {1, · · · , K}.

The next step is to propagate information across
all the blocks of the document in order to compute a
global block-aware representation for the document
at layer `, denoted by W ` 2 RK⇥h, 1  k  K.
To do so, we use a BiGRU network, fed with the
representation vectors of the different blocks, and
apply a feed-forward neural network to preserve the
hidden dimension of the transformer. Each block
k is represented by its [CLS] vector, i.e., the vector
(represented by V `

k,0 2 Rh) at the first position in
the local representation of the block. These repre-
sentations are then concatenated to form the input
to the BiGRU. The global, block-aware representa-
tion is then computed by applying the feed-forward
neural network (FFNN) to all K outputs of the
BiGRU:

W `
k = FFNN(BiGRUk([V

`
1,0; · · · ; V `

K,0])),

E. Gaussier BERT & documents longs (RI, TAL) 10
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Couche de propagation

La propagation de l’information se fait au sein de chaque couche de
transformeurs

I Chaque document est divisé en K blocs de taille nk

I Plongement (embedding) identique à celui de BERT

I Soient U`
k la représentation du kème bloc après la couche `− 1 et

T ` la fonction correspondant au transformeur pré-entraîné de la
couche `. U`+1

k est défini par :

V `
k = T `(U`

k)

W `
k = FFNN(BiGRU([V `

1,0; · · · ;V `
K ,0])k)

U`+1
k = [W `

k ;V
`
k,1; · · · ;V `

k,nk+1]

E. Gaussier BERT & documents longs (RI, TAL) 11
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Application au résumé extractif

I Entrée : une phrase ; sortie : probabilité que la phrase soit choisie

yk = Softmax(FFNN(W L+1
K )), L = 12

I Version de BERT utilisée : bert-base-uncase

I Collections de documents longs : ArXiv et Pubmed (Cohan et al.)
I ArXiv : 203 037/6 436/6 440 docs ; taille moyenne 5038 mots
I Pubmed : 119 924/6 633/6 658 docs ; taille moyenne 3235 mots

I Evaluation : ROUGE ; annotation à la Kedzie (Kedzie et al.)

I Comparaison avec 17 méthodes pour le résumé abstractif et extractif

E. Gaussier BERT & documents longs (RI, TAL) 12
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Résultats quantitatifs

PubMed arXiv

Summarizer RG-1 RG-2 RG-3 RG-L RG-1 RG-2 RG-3 RG-L

Oracle 58.15 34.16 24.11 52.99 57.78 30.43 18.41 51.24
Lead 37.77 13.35 7.64 34.31 35.54 9.50 3.33 31.19

A
bs

tr
ac

tiv
e

or
M

ix

Attn-Seq2Seq (Nallapati et al., 2016) 31.55 8.52 7.05 27.38 29.30 6.00 1.77 25.56
Pntr-Gen-Seq2Seq (See et al.) 35.86 10.22 7.60 29.69 32.06 9.04 2.15 25.16
Discourse summarizer (Cohan et al., 2018) 38.93 15.37 9.97 35.21 35.80 11.05 3.62 31.80
TLM-I+E (G,M) (Subramanian et al., 2019) 42.13 16.27 8.82 39.21 41.62 14.69 6.16 38.03
DANCER PEGASUS (Gidiotis and Tsoumakas, 2020) 46.34 19.97 - 42.42 45.01 17.60 - 40.56
PEGASUS (Zhang et al., 2019a) 45.97 20.15 - 28.25 44.21 16.95 - 25.67
BIGBIRD-Pegasus (Zaheer et al., 2020) 46.32 20.65 - 42.33 46.63 19.02 - 41.77

E
xt

ra
ct

iv
e

SumBasic (Vanderwende et al., 2007) 37.15 11.36 5.42 33.43 29.47 6.95 2.36 26.30
LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) 39.19 13.89 7.27 34.59 33.85 10.73 4.54 28.99
LSA (Steinberger and Jezek, 2004) 33.89 9.93 5.04 29.70 29.91 7.42 3.12 25.67
Sent-CLF (Subramanian et al., 2019) 45.01 19.91 12.13 41.16 34.01 8.71 2.99 30.41
Sent-PTR (Subramanian et al., 2019) 43.30 17.92 10.67 39.47 42.32 15.63 7.49 38.06
Bert Ranker (Nogueira and Cho, 2019) 43.67 18.00 10.74 39.22 41.65 13.88 5.92 36.40
BERTSUMEXT (Liu and Lapata, 2019b) 41.09 15.51 8.64 36.85 41.24 13.01 5.26 36.10
BERTSUMEXT (SW) (Liu and Lapata, 2019b) 45.01 20.00 12.05 40.43 42.93 15.08 6.01 37.22
Longformer-Ext (Beltagy et al., 2020) 43.75 17.37 10.18 39.71 45.24 16.88 8.06 40.03
Reformer-Ext (Kitaev et al., 2020) 42.32 15.91 9.02 38.26 43.26 14.86 6.66 38.10
GBT-EXTSUM (Ours) 46.87 20.19 12.11 42.68 48.08 19.21 9.58 42.68

Table 2: Summarization results on PubMed and arXiv. Except for BERT-based approaches, for Reformer-Ext and
for Longformer-Ext, which we have reimplemented, the results of the baselines are taken from their associated
paper as well as from Cohan et al. (2018). Bold results correspond to the best scores of extractive summarizers.

3.3 Baseline Models

We compare our approach to several well known
published methods described below. These meth-
ods include SumBasic (Vanderwende et al., 2007),
LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004), LSA (Stein-
berger and Jezek, 2004), Attn-Seq2Seq (Nallapati
et al., 2016), Pntr-Gen-Seq2Seq (See et al.) and
Discourse-aware summarizer (Cohan et al., 2018).
The results for these models are the ones reported
in the paper (Cohan et al., 2018). We also report
the results of Sent-CLF and Sent-PTR, which are
hierarchical sentence pointer and classifier, TLM-
I+E (G,M) a mixed extractive/generative trans-
former language model from Subramanian et al.
(2019), BIGBIRD (Zaheer et al., 2020), PEGASUS
(Zhang et al., 2019a) and DANCER (Gidiotis and
Tsoumakas, 2020) which are three abstractive meth-
ods. Lastly, we developed several baseline models
based on BERT, Longformer (Beltagy et al., 2020)
and Reformer (Kitaev et al., 2020):

BERT Ranker: We used a BERT ranker, sim-
ilar to Nogueira and Cho (2019) in which each
sentence of the document is processed individu-
ally. We apply BERT on each sentence1 and use a
Sigmoid layer, the input of which consists of the

1This is possible as no sentence exceeds BERT token limi-
tation.

[CLS] representation of the sentence, to model the
probability of the sentence to be selected.

BERTSUMEXT has been introduced in Liu and
Lapata (2019b). This model is an adaptation of
BERT for extractive summarization. Because this
model takes as input the concatenation of all the
tokens of the document, it cannot scale to the arXiv
and PubMed datasets. We propose two variants:
the first one is to take as input only the first 800 to-
kens of the document, as suggested in the original
paper. This solution is displayed as BERTSUMEXT

in Table 2. The second is to apply BERTSUMEXT

per sliding windows on the original document and
to use, as a token representation, its representation
in the window that maximizes its surrounding con-
text. We name this sliding window implementation
BERTSUMEXT (SW) in Table 2.

Longformer-Ext and Reformer-Ext: The
Longformer and Reformer models were respec-
tively introduced by Beltagy et al. (2020) and Ki-
taev et al. (2020). They both propose an adaptation
of the Transformer self-attention that scale to long
sequences. We add the same classification head
as the one used in our model on top of the contex-
tualized representation of the first token of each
sentence to label them as selected or not in the
summary.

E. Gaussier BERT & documents longs (RI, TAL) 13
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Position des phrases extraites
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Illustration

G
O

L
D

purpose : to investigate whether the glc3a locus harboring the cyp1b1 gene is associated with normal tension glaucoma ( ntg ) in japanese
patients.materials and methods : one hundred forty two japanese patients with ntg and 101 japanese healthy controls were recruited .
patients exhibiting a comparatively early onset were selected as this suggests that genetic factors may show stronger involvement .
genotyping and assessment of allelic diversity was performed on 13 highly polymorphic microsatellite markers in and around the glc3a
locus.results:there were decreased frequencies of the 444 allele of d2s0416i and the 258 allele of d2s0425i in cases compared to controls (
p = 0.022 and p = 0.034 , respectively ) .
however , this statistical significance disappeared when corrected ( pc > 0.05 ) .
we did not find any significant association between the remaining 11 microsatellite markers , including d2s177 , which may be associated
with cyp1b1 , and ntg ( p > 0.05). conclusions : our study showed no association between the glca3 locus and ntg , suggesting that the
cyp1b1 gene , which is reportedly involved in a range of glaucoma phenotypes , may not be an associated factor in the pathogenesis of ntg .

G
B

T-
E

X
T

SU
M

1- primary open angle glaucoma ( poag ) is the most common type of glaucoma .

15- we excluded individuals who were diagnosed under 20 or over 60 years of age and who had 8.0 d or higher myopic refractive error of
spherical equivalence .

17- the cases exhibiting a comparatively early onset were selected as they suggest that genetic factors may show stronger involvement . during
diagnosis ,

30- the probability of association was corrected by the bonferroni inequality method , ie , by multiplying the obtained p values with the number
of alleles compared .

63-
only two adjacent markers , d2s0416i and d2s0425i , were significantly positive , as shown in table 2 , and the frequency of the 444 allele
of d2s0416i and the 258 allele of d2s0425i were decreased in cases compared to controls ( p = 0.022 , or = 0.59 and p = 0.034 , or = 0.42 ,
respectively ) .

66-
the purpose of this study was to investigate whether the glc3a locus is associated with ntg in japanese subjects , based on results from recent
studies reporting that the cyp1b1 gene , located at the glc3a locus on chromosome 2p21 , could be a causative gene in poag as well as pcg .
to this end , we genotyped 13 microsatellite markers in and around the glc3a locus . here

B
E

R
T

SU
M

E
X

T
(S

W
)

1- primary open angle glaucoma ( poag ) is the most common type of glaucoma .

2-

normal tension glaucoma ( ntg ) is an important subset of poag ; while many poag patients have high iop,1 patients with ntg have statistically
normal iop.24 the prevalence of ntg is higher among the japanese population than among caucasians , and recent studies reported that 92%
of poag patients in japan had ntg.58 the diagnosis of glaucoma is based on a combination of factors including optic nerve damage and
specific field defects for which iop is the only treatable risk factor .

7- of these subjects , 142 were diagnosed with ntg , and 101 were control subjects .

20- genomic dna was extracted using the qiaamp dna blood mini kit ( qiagen , hilden , germany ) or the guanidine method . in this association
study , we selected 13 highly polymorphic microsatellite markers that are located in and around the glc3a locus as shown in figure 1 .

28- the number of microsatellite repeats was estimated automatically using the genescan 672 software ( applied biosystems ) by the local
southern method with a size marker of gs500 tamra ( applied biosystems ) .

22- polymerase chain reaction ( pcr ) was performed in a reaction mixture with a total volume of 12.5 l containing pcr buffer , genomic dna ,
0.2 mm dinucleotide triphosphates ( dntps ) , 0.5 m primers , and 0.35 u taq polymerase .

Table 5: An example of summary produced by our method compared to the gold summary and one produced by
BERTSUMEXT (SW). With a red scale, we highlight the sentences with the highest ROUGE score when evaluated
against the abstract. We show in the margin the position of the extracted sentence in the document. This document
(Kamio et al., 2009) is 78 sentences long.

et al., 2018) and text classification (Yang et al.,
2016). The hierarchical structure enables the model
to learn local contextualized token representations
in its lower hierarchy level, while higher-level rep-
resentations can capture long-distance dependen-
cies within the document. Liu and Lapata (2019a)
have proposed a hierarchical modification of the
transformer layer-based attention modules to model
relations between documents for abstractive sum-
marization but do not investigate parameter trans-
fer form pre-trained language models. Chang et al.
(2019) and Zhang et al. (2019b) suggested pre-
training processes for hierarchical models, without
however testing their approaches on long docu-
ment summarization nor releasing their pre-trained
models. We have not included these models in our
comparison for this reason. Transformer-XH (Zhao
et al., 2020) introduced an eXtra Hop attention to
model dependencies between different transformer

windows but requires a graph of related documents.

Long-Document Transformers: Multiple stud-
ies have investigated different self-attention mech-
anisms to extend transformers to long documents.
Transformer-XL (Dai et al., 2019) introduced a re-
currence between successive transformer windows
which run from left to right through the document,
preventing global information to bidirectionally
flow through the document. Other approaches de-
sign the self-attention as a sparse layer, as sparse
transformers (Child et al., 2019) or the recently pro-
posed Longformer and BIGBIRD models (Beltagy
et al., 2020; Zaheer et al., 2020). One major differ-
ence with our work is that these models compute
the attention only between a limited set of ran-
domly or a priori chosen tokens. Reformer (Kitaev
et al., 2020) also tackles the problem of language
modeling for long sequences, but it does so by
computing the self-attention only between similar

E. Gaussier BERT & documents longs (RI, TAL) 15
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Conclusion (1)

I Difficulté de traiter des documents longs avec les modèles de langue
actuels (BERT)

I Il est possible d’étendre (hiérarchiquement) ces modèles pour :
I Tenir compte des dépendances globales
I Obtenir une représentation complète du document (chaque phrase

dépend des autres phrases pour le résumé extractif)

I Approche adaptée au TAL

I RI ad hoc s’appuie sur des informations de pertinence locale
→ Comment sélectionner ces informations ?

E. Gaussier BERT & documents longs (RI, TAL) 16
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Analyse de quelques collections standard

Collections retenues : Robust04, Gov2, MQ2007, MQ2008
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formal language. A fourth dataset used is Robust04, which represents a similar collection released in 2004 and accounts
for more than 500k documents taken from news article from Financial Times, the Federal Register 94, the LA Times,
and FBIS along with 250 queries from the TREC 2004 Robust track.

In each dataset, the title of the topics have been used as queries and the content of the documents have been extracted
using the Python library Beautiful Soup. The labels of the document-query pairs are either 0 (irrelevant), 1 (relevant) or
2 (very relevant).

Table 1 displays additional statistics on these four datasets. We present the number of queries, number of unique
labeled documents and labeled document-query pairs in the original versions of each dataset, as well as in a subset of
the original data, �ltered using BM25 scoring. This �ltering is done by retaining, for each query, the top 200 documents,
out of the pool of all documents in the original dataset, that score the highest in terms of BM25 with respect to the
given query - however, only some of these documents are labeled with respect to that query (see the di�erence between
Nb of unique documents and Nb of unique labeled documents in the BM25 �ltered subpart of Table 1). Only the BM25
�ltered document-query pairs that have human labels are considered in our experiments. Some documents can be
labeled with respect to multiple queries, which explains why the number of unique labeled documents is in general
inferior to the number of labeled document-query pairs.

Dataset MQ2007 MQ2008 GOV2 Robust04
Nb of queries 1,692 784 150 250
Original
Nb of documents 65,302 14,381 ca. 25M ca. 0.5M
Nb of unique labeled documents 65,302 14,381 128,010 174,787
Nb of labeled document-query pairs 69,599 15,208 135,352 311,410
BM25 �ltered
Nb of unique documents - - 29,769 42,156
Nb of unique labeled documents - - 24,682 38,905
Nb of labeled document-query pairs - - 26,155 95,336
Share of irrelevant pairs 0.74 0.81 0.80 0.94
Share of relevant pairs 0.20 0.13 0.17 0.05
Share of very relevant pair 0.06 0.6 0.03 <0.01

Table 1. Statistics of the datasets used.

3.2 Which blocks are more interesting from an IR perspective?

To enable a �ne-grained analysis of the way relevance signals are located in the documents, each document can be
divided into subparts, further referred to as blocks.

For each qrel (i.e. labeled query-document pair), we use the CogLTX [10] block decomposition to obtain the block
division for all documents. We then evaluate the relevance score of each block with respect to the query using BM25
scoring. The higher is the score obtained and the likelier the corresponding block is relevant. We consider two types of
plots to display the density of relevance signals in documents: by looking at the block index and by considering the
block position.

Relevance per block index. By averaging the relevance obtained for each qrel based on the index of each block, we
obtain a �rst illustration of the density of relevance signals in documents as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

Manuscript submitted to ACM

1. Longueur des documents ?

2. Position de l’information pertinente ?

3. Appariement exact ou flou (exact vs fuzzy matching) ?
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Longueur des documents ?

Découpage en blocs suivant la stratégie de CogLTX (Ding et al.) -
1 bloc ≈ 62 tokens
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Fig. 3. Interpolated curve of the density of the number of blocks per document for the di�erent datasets. The vertical line in red
denotes the position of the median, whereas the position of the 1st and 3rd quartile are displayed in green. For the sake of readibility,
only the first 125 blocks are shown here.

blocks we should give priority to the beginning of the document but then they would be more likely to be correlated
due to their inter-proximity. This means that there is no obvious block position we should omit or focus on to represent
the relevance signals of a document, and justify the need for a block selection that acts independently of the position.

3.3 Scoring blocks with fuzzy or exact matching

To study further which blocks may be interesting in a document, one can also consider blocks where the meaning of
the query is present, yet it is represented by words having di�erent surface forms than those of the initial query words.
For example, when aiming to match a query such as "US crime statistics", we may want to also consider blocks where
variations of the query are present - such as for example "United States criminal o�ence statistics" or "America crime

stats". Similarly, one may want to consider blocks that contain synonyms of the words in the query: for example for a
query such as "minimum wage increase", we can consider also blocks that contain one of "minimum earnings growth",
"minimum pay gain", "minimum remuneration addition", "minimal salary increase", etc.

We thus take into account two possible scenarios for deciding which blocks are interesting in a document: using
fuzzy and exact matching respectively. While exact matching is typically used in such scenarios and refers to retrieving
blocks in which the exact words of the query are present, fuzzy matching enables us to retrieve additional potentially
interesting blocks by leveraging linguistic knowledge regarding the words in the query - in the current work this
knowledge is derived from the synsets of the words in the query as it will be detailed below.
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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Fig. 3. Interpolated curve of the density of the number of blocks per document for the di�erent datasets. The vertical line in red
denotes the position of the median, whereas the position of the 1st and 3rd quartile are displayed in green. For the sake of readibility,
only the first 125 blocks are shown here.

blocks we should give priority to the beginning of the document but then they would be more likely to be correlated
due to their inter-proximity. This means that there is no obvious block position we should omit or focus on to represent
the relevance signals of a document, and justify the need for a block selection that acts independently of the position.

3.3 Scoring blocks with fuzzy or exact matching

To study further which blocks may be interesting in a document, one can also consider blocks where the meaning of
the query is present, yet it is represented by words having di�erent surface forms than those of the initial query words.
For example, when aiming to match a query such as "US crime statistics", we may want to also consider blocks where
variations of the query are present - such as for example "United States criminal o�ence statistics" or "America crime

stats". Similarly, one may want to consider blocks that contain synonyms of the words in the query: for example for a
query such as "minimum wage increase", we can consider also blocks that contain one of "minimum earnings growth",
"minimum pay gain", "minimum remuneration addition", "minimal salary increase", etc.

We thus take into account two possible scenarios for deciding which blocks are interesting in a document: using
fuzzy and exact matching respectively. While exact matching is typically used in such scenarios and refers to retrieving
blocks in which the exact words of the query are present, fuzzy matching enables us to retrieve additional potentially
interesting blocks by leveraging linguistic knowledge regarding the words in the query - in the current work this
knowledge is derived from the synsets of the words in the query as it will be detailed below.
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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Où se trouve l’information pertinente ?

Pertinence bloc b pour requête q ≈ RSVBM25(q, b)
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Fig. 4. Average relevance per position of a block in a document.
The proportion of defined values of the non-interpolated relevance is featured in parenthesis.

Let there be the original query @ de�ned as a sequence of = words:

@ = [F1,F2, . . . ,F=]

Then a possible Extended query @ (4GC ) is de�ned as follows:

8F8 2 @ : (~=B4C (F8 ) = [; (1)F8
, ; (2)F8

, . . . , ; (?)F8
]

@4GC = [FB
1,F

B
2, . . . ,F

B
=]

where ; ( 9)F8
is the lemma indexed 9 in the synset of the F8 word as given by WordNet and FB

8 is the word (lemma)
sampled from the pool of (~=B4C (F8 ) to stand for the meaning of F8 in the newly formed query @ (4GC ) . Thus, although
a block does not contain the exact words of the query, if it contains similar information in the form of synonyms of the
words in the query, it can still be considered for analysis using the current approach. The process of sampling for each
word F8 2 @ a word in its synset, avoids any biasing of the results obtained using the query expansion process from the
point of view of the length of the obtained query.

In practice we use multiple extensions of the same query @, limiting the possible combinations of synonyms
to (<0GB~= = 100). Thus the set of possible query extensions for a query @ is given by the Extended Query Set

& (4GC ) = {@ (4GC )1,@ (4GC )2, . . . ,@ (4GC )B }, where

|& (4GC ) | = B = min(<0GB~=,
=÷
8=1

|(~=B4C (F8 ) |)
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Fig. 4. Average relevance per position of a block in a document.
The proportion of defined values of the non-interpolated relevance is featured in parenthesis.

Let there be the original query @ de�ned as a sequence of = words:

@ = [F1,F2, . . . ,F=]

Then a possible Extended query @ (4GC ) is de�ned as follows:

8F8 2 @ : (~=B4C (F8 ) = [; (1)F8
, ; (2)F8

, . . . , ; (?)F8
]

@4GC = [FB
1,F

B
2, . . . ,F

B
=]

where ; ( 9)F8
is the lemma indexed 9 in the synset of the F8 word as given by WordNet and FB

8 is the word (lemma)
sampled from the pool of (~=B4C (F8 ) to stand for the meaning of F8 in the newly formed query @ (4GC ) . Thus, although
a block does not contain the exact words of the query, if it contains similar information in the form of synonyms of the
words in the query, it can still be considered for analysis using the current approach. The process of sampling for each
word F8 2 @ a word in its synset, avoids any biasing of the results obtained using the query expansion process from the
point of view of the length of the obtained query.

In practice we use multiple extensions of the same query @, limiting the possible combinations of synonyms
to (<0GB~= = 100). Thus the set of possible query extensions for a query @ is given by the Extended Query Set

& (4GC ) = {@ (4GC )1,@ (4GC )2, . . . ,@ (4GC )B }, where

|& (4GC ) | = B = min(<0GB~=,
=÷
8=1

|(~=B4C (F8 ) |)
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Appariement exact ou flou ?

Comparaison requête originale et requête étendue avec synonymes
(WordNet)
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Fig. 9. Di�erences when using the original query @ w/o the Extended �ery Set & (4GC ) , between average BM25 scores in relevant
versus irrelevant documents, across each position.

with blocks further away in the documents obtaining scores comparable to blocks situated at the beginning of them.
These observations motivate the need for a strategy for selecting blocks beyond those that appear at the beginning of
documents as "interesting" information can appear at various locations within these documents.

Another interesting observation relates to the di�erence in scores, across blocks, assigned to the relevant versus
irrelevant documents. In general the blocks in relevant documents score higher than the blocks in irrelevant documents,
with this gap being on average bigger when using & (4GC ) than when using @ as it can be seen in Figure 9. This suggests
that using the Extended query set & (4GC ) can help emphasize better information in the relevant documents than simply
using @.

4 SELECTING BLOCKS WITH STANDARD IR FUNCTIONS

As discussed before, one method of scoring a query and a block is using exact matching methods. Thanks to the
development of information retrieval, we can easily adopt traditional IR models in this step. We show using TF-IDF and
BM25 for block selection, which are all based on term frequency. Firstly, we present a model modi�ed from Vanilla
BERT model with the exact matching methods. Then, we also additionally improve a SOTA model with this simple
block ranking mechanism.
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Fig. 9. Di�erences when using the original query @ w/o the Extended �ery Set & (4GC ) , between average BM25 scores in relevant
versus irrelevant documents, across each position.

with blocks further away in the documents obtaining scores comparable to blocks situated at the beginning of them.
These observations motivate the need for a strategy for selecting blocks beyond those that appear at the beginning of
documents as "interesting" information can appear at various locations within these documents.

Another interesting observation relates to the di�erence in scores, across blocks, assigned to the relevant versus
irrelevant documents. In general the blocks in relevant documents score higher than the blocks in irrelevant documents,
with this gap being on average bigger when using & (4GC ) than when using @ as it can be seen in Figure 9. This suggests
that using the Extended query set & (4GC ) can help emphasize better information in the relevant documents than simply
using @.

4 SELECTING BLOCKS WITH STANDARD IR FUNCTIONS

As discussed before, one method of scoring a query and a block is using exact matching methods. Thanks to the
development of information retrieval, we can easily adopt traditional IR models in this step. We show using TF-IDF and
BM25 for block selection, which are all based on term frequency. Firstly, we present a model modi�ed from Vanilla
BERT model with the exact matching methods. Then, we also additionally improve a SOTA model with this simple
block ranking mechanism.
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Stratégies de sélection

I Sélectionner les blocs n’importe où dans le document en fonction de
leur pertinence potentielle

I Pertinence potentielle :
I Score standard RSV - TF-IDF, BM25 ; appariement exact
I Score appris en même temps que le modèle de RI ; appariement flou
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Sélection standard
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One Long Document

query

Select Top Scoring Blocks

Query-block Scoring
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Query-document
Relevance

Query-document
Relevance
(another document)

... ...LTR
Loss

nScore

1Score

nLabel

1Label

Deep Neural IR NetWork

Fig. 10. An illustration of the architecture of KeyBLD (e.g., TF-IDF or BM25).

where3; is the document length and 0E3; is the average document length of the collection. Similar to scoring a document,
the relevance score of BM25 for query-block pairs is then de�ned as:

'(+ (@,1)⌫"25 =
’

F2@\1
�⇡� (F) · C 5 1F

:1 · (1 � 1 + 1 · ;1
;0E6

) + C 5 1F
,

where ;1 is the length of block 1, ;0E6 the average length of the blocks in 3 , and :1 and 1 two hyperparameters.
All words were lowercased prior to only compute TF-IDF and BM25 scores. Then for the document level inputs for

BERT model, we use original format.
The overall architecture of the proposed method (choose key blocks with TF-IDF or BM25) is depicted in Fig. 10.
As shown in the �gure, the query-block scoring is used to select relevant blocks across the whole document, which

could be viewed as a pre-rank strategy. The Deep Neural IR NetWork represents a SOTA Neural IR network, e.g.,
Vanilla BERT and PARADE, where the input is the selected top scoring blocks and the query. The network generates a
query-document relevance score for each query-document pair according to the procedure shown in the �gure, where
the score is used to calculate the LTR loss in a batch and the neural IR network is being trained. When the deep neural
IR netWork is Vanilla BERT model, we call the method KeyB(vBERT), and if the deep neural IR network is PARADE, we
call the method KeyB(PARADE).

4.2 The KeyB(vBERT) models

The vanilla BERT model means concatenating the query and a short document with [CLS] and [SEP] tokens, then
obtaining the [CLS] embedding after BERT and feeding it to a feedforward neural network to generate the relevance
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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Fig. 11. An illustration of the architecture of KeyB3. Here, the BERT model and linear layer are used to select blocks too. While the
neural model being trained with document level annotations, this model would become able to score blocks for a query.

The input of the BERT models for each query-block pair is obtained by concatenating the [CLS] token, query tokens,
the [SEP] token, the block tokens and [SEP] token, which is the same way as query-document pairs for inputting to
BERT.

The intuition of this structure is that each block is short and could be handled by a BERT model. Suppose the BERT
model is well trained, that is to say, given a query and a list of blocks from a long document, the BERT model and the
linear layer could generate a correct relevant score for the long document. So with this well trained BERT model, we
could also generate a score for each query-block pair.

Now we analyze the training process of KeyB(vBERT)⌫8=⌫ . Imagine from the beginning of training, the BERT model
is not trained. For each block, we concatenate it with query, [CLS] and [SEP] tokens and generate a relevance score for
each block. Since the BERT model is not well trained, the block selection now is like random selection. However, with
the query-document level relevance labels, after each back propagation, the BERT model could be improved. Later, it
could generate a relatively better relevance score for each block. In return, the BERT model bene�ts from the block
selection too. This could be viewed as an self-evolution process: the BERT model evolves to be able to select blocks, and
meanwhile, be able to generate relevance score for query-document pairs.

For the PARADE model, however, di�erent from the Vanilla BERT model, or which is inspired and modi�ed with a
clever way by CogLTX, it is not trivial or with free lunch to directly obtain a block ranker. In this paper, we want to
propose a simple model as shown in Fig. 11, and we seek the PARADE model with a learning based block ranker the
future work. The model proposed in this section has a simple and easy-to-understand structure and easy to implement.
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Cadre expérimental

I Mêmes collections que pour l’analyse + TREC DL 2019 (Craswell et
al.)

I Deux modèles privilégiés : Vanilla BERT et PARADE (Li et al. 2020)

I Comparaison avec différentes approches
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Résultats - MQ2008
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Table 7. Results on MQ2008 dataset. DeepRank* represents the results from the original paper. Best results are in bold. “ † ” indicates
a model significantly worse than the best one (for each metric, for nDCG@10 and nDCG KeyB(vBERT)⌫8=⌫ is viewed as the best one)
according to a paired t-test (paired t-test, ? � E0;D4  0.05).

Model P@1 P@5 P@10 MAP nDCG@1 nDCG@5 nDCG@10 nDCG
BM25 0.3839† 0.3252† 0.2384† 0.4486† 0.3316† 0.4303† 0.4799† 0.5225†
DeepRank 0.3992† 0.2816† 0.1920† 0.4356† 0.3641† 0.4373† 0.4672† 0.4917†
DeepRank* 0.482 0.359 0.252 0.498 0.406 0.496 - -
Vanilla BERT 0.5025 0.3660† 0.2556† 0.5258† 0.4597 0.5165† 0.5542 0.5849
PARADE 0.5101 0.3775† 0.2589 0.5298† 0.4508 0.5236† 0.5580 0.5853
CEDR_KNRM 0.5050 0.3678† 0.2561† 0.5220† 0.4515 0.5151† 0.5488† 0.5794
Random Select 0.5153 0.3763† 0.2551† 0.5141† 0.4438 0.5068† 0.5445† 0.5748†
KeyB(vBERT))���⇡� 0.5166 0.3862 0.2597 0.5318† 0.4649 0.5330 0.5596 0.5869
KeyB(vBERT)⌫"25 0.5165 0.3760† 0.2579† 0.5350 0.4629 0.5317 0.5609 0.5891
KeyB(PARADE5)⌫"25 0.5204 0.3768 0.2589 0.5358 0.4649 0.5365 0.5616 0.5880
KeyB(vBERT)⌫8=⌫ 0.5254 0.3819 0.2624 0.5425 0.4661 0.5382 0.5616 0.5891

Table 7 shows experiment results on MQ2008 dataset. A same trend could be seen that the Vanilla BERT model
can achieve better average results than DeepRank. Comparing with other datasets, the di�erences of BERT based
baselines on MQ2008 looks not so "high", and even with Vanilla BERT model, good results could be achieved, even
may on par with PARADE model. We still could see that the best performing model for each metric is within the
proposed selecting key block model family. Besides, Vanilla BERT model shows signi�cantly worse for 4 metrics in 8,
PARADE shows results where 3 metrics are worse than the proposed models. CEDR_KNRM and random select have
results of 5 and 6 metrics signi�cantly worse than the proposed models respectively. Within the proposed models,
KeyB(vBERT)⌫8=⌫ also shows an overall average better performance than KeyB(vBERT))���⇡� , KeyB(vBERT)⌫"25
and even KeyB(PARADE5)⌫"25.

The results of KeyB(vBERT)⌫8=⌫ prove that our motivation of using the same BERT to score blocks and documents is
workable. That is: when a BERT model is well trained to score documents given a query, it should also be able to score
blocks given a query. Besides, BERT model has the ability to tackle di�erent length inputs.

6.5 Ablation study of PARADE with IR-based selected blocks

As described in section 4.3, we want to see the e�ect of selecting key blocks for a SOTA model: PARADE. As discussed
above, this is a model that aggregates passage level relevance signals. We call the transformer aggregation version
PARADE. The original PARADE selects the �rst passage, last passage, and select other passages randomly from long
documents. Instead, we modify PARADE with selecting key passages. We use BM25 to calculate the query-passage
relevance score as this method is e�cient and e�ective.

For each collection, we experiment PARADE with 5 passages: the original passages selection mechanism used in
PARADE as described above, and top 5 passages selected by BM25 for comparison. The other experiment settings are
the same as previous PARADE experiments described in section 6.2.

Table 8 shows experiment results on Robust04 and GOV2 datasets. For each dataset, we can see that using the
selecting key blocks mechanism, the PARADE model with selected top �ve BM25 score passages, outperforms the
original proposed PARADE’s implementation with same number of passages. We also conduct signi�cant test to
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Table 5. Results on GOV2 dataset. Best results are in bold. “ † ” indicates a model significantly worse than the best one (for each
metric) according to a paired t-test (paired t-test, ? � E0;D4  0.05).

Model P@1 P@5 P@10 P@20 MAP

BM25 0.6510 0.6054† 0.5792† 0.5362† 0.2331†
DeepRank 0.6453 0.5682† 0.5143† 0.4880† 0.2151†
Vanilla BERT 0.6248† 0.6004† 0.5666† 0.5483† 0.2314†
PARADE 0.6506 0.6535 0.6181† 0.5840† 0.2547†
CEDR_KNRM 0.6913 0.6096† 0.5746† 0.5437† 0.2343†
Random Select 0.6303† 0.6241† 0.5842† 0.5586† 0.2386†
KeyB(vBERT))���⇡� 0.6510† 0.6594 0.6242† 0.5912† 0.2581†
KeyB(vBERT)⌫"25 0.7310 0.6388† 0.6262 0.5795 0.2580†
KeyB(PARADE5)⌫"25 0.7120 0.6818 0.6506 0.6151 0.2715
KeyB(vBERT)⌫8=⌫ 0.7113 0.6629 0.6580 0.6179 0.2604†

Model nDCG@1 nDCG@5 nDCG@10 nDCG@20 nDCG

BM25 0.5034 0.4904† 0.4867† 0.4774† 0.4296†
DeepRank 0.4738† 0.4363† 0.4194† 0.4170† 0.4120†
Vanilla BERT 0.4528† 0.4837† 0.4714† 0.4670† 0.4286†
PARADE 0.5361 0.4831† 0.5068† 0.5015† 0.4412†
CEDR_KNRM 0.5031 0.4581† 0.4618† 0.4626† 0.4274†
Random Select 0.4592† 0.4589† 0.4693† 0.4761† 0.4266†
KeyB(vBERT))���⇡� 0.4897 0.5023† 0.5098† 0.5012† 0.4439†
KeyB(vBERT)⌫"25 0.5467 0.5091† 0.5122 0.5072† 0.4415†
KeyB(PARADE5)⌫"25 0.5572 0.5517 0.5436 0.5390 0.4514
KeyB(vBERT)⌫8=⌫ 0.4897 0.4975† 0.5035† 0.5363 0.4414†

Table 6. Results on MQ2007 dataset. DeepRank* represents the results from the original paper. Best results are in bold. “ † ” indicates
a model significantly worse than the best one (for each metric) according to a paired t-test (paired t-test, ? � E0;D4  0.05).

Model P@1 P@5 P@10 MAP nDCG@1 nDCG@5 nDCG@10 nDCG
BM25 0.4061† 0.3869† 0.3680† 0.4432† 0.3597† 0.3852† 0.4201† 0.5880†
DeepRank 0.4444† 0.4201† 0.3898† 0.4596† 0.3942† 0.4168† 0.4468† 0.6012†
DeepRank* 0.508 0.452 0.412 0.497 0.441 0.457 0.482 -
Vanilla BERT 0.5266† 0.4741† 0.4257† 0.5073† 0.4708† 0.4808† 0.5070† 0.6379†
PARADE 0.5308† 0.4824† 0.4403† 0.5246† 0.4803† 0.5011† 0.5305† 0.6530†
CEDR_KNRM 0.5284† 0.4768† 0.4233† 0.5066† 0.4814† 0.4874† 0.5084† 0.6380†
Random Select 0.5379† 0.4800† 0.4324† 0.5136† 0.4832† 0.4983† 0.5187† 0.6478†
KeyB(vBERT))���⇡� 0.5425 0.4926 0.4465 0.5323† 0.4917† 0.5043 0.5342† 0.6551†
KeyB(vBERT)⌫"25 0.5568 0.4941 0.4384† 0.5319† 0.5015 0.5085 0.5349† 0.6537†
KeyB(PARADE5)⌫"25 0.5408 0.5007 0.4497 0.5437 0.4841† 0.5097 0.5436 0.6607
KeyB(vBERT)⌫8=⌫ 0.5597 0.4971 0.4503 0.5457 0.5133 0.5134 0.5496 0.6627

KeyB(vBERT)⌫8=⌫ also shows better average results for 7 merics in 8. The results demonstrate the e�ectiveness of the
proposed selecting Key block mechanism, and the advantage of selecting block with the contextualized model BERT
ranker.
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Résultats - TREC DL 2019
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Table 10. Experiment on TREC DL 2019 and comparison with sparse a�ention based models. Best results are in bold.

Model nDCG@10 MAP
BM25 0.488 0.234
CO-PACRR 0.550 0.231
TK 0.594 0.252
TKL 0.644 0.277
RoBERTa (FirstP) 0.588 0.233
RoBERTa (MaxP) 0.630 0.246
Sparse-Transformer 0.634 0.257
Longformer-QA 0.627 0.255
Transformer-XH 0.646 0.256
QDS-Transformer 0.667 0.278
KeyB(vBERT)⌫8=⌫ 0.685 0.283

longer steps, to be speci�c, for �ve epoch and each epoch is composed of 2048 batches of 2 pairs (four documents). We
also use a validation mechanism to report each metric on test set: for each metric, we select the model which has the
lowest validation loss from these epochs and report its performance on test set. The other experiment settings are the
same as section 6.2.

Table 10 shows the experiment results, where KeyB(vBERT)⌫8=⌫ is our proposed approach described in section 5.
The other results are taken from the paper [19]. We can see that the proposed approach KeyB3 outperform the other
baseline models largely including the best model QDS-Transformer, achieving 0.685 for nDCG@10 and 0.283 for MAP.
The experiment results prove the e�ectiveness of the proposed selecting key blocks mechanism with BERT.

7 CONCLUSION

In Section 6.4, we show the experiment results of KeyBLD)���⇡� , KeyBLD⌫"25 and KeyB3 comparing with baseline
models. Bene�ting from pre-trained model BERT, the �eld of information retrieval has seen remarkable progress of
neural IR models. The Vanilla BERT is a simple but strong baseline, outperforming other previous neural IR models. To
deal with its weakness for long document, we propose to integrate a method that key blocks are �rstly selected to form
a short query directed document that can be handled by BERT. Three variants are proposed: with TF-IDF, BM25 and the
BERT model itself. This mechanism is inspired by human judgement process: one �rst look at the query related blocks,
and the aggregate them to get the �nal judgement. Traditional IR methods could be integrated in modern BERT based
IR approaches, e.g., a Vanilla BERT ranker, where an input is the concatenation of a query, a document and special
tokens, then a fully connected layer outputs the score of relevance from the [CLS] representation. With our mechanism
integrated, the document for the input is �rstly segmented into blocks and we get few blocks with highest scores
according to each query. Then the selected blocks are concatenated as a short version document which would contain
more information than the truncated document. Experiments on datasets prove the e�ectiveness of our proposed
method: KeyBLD)���⇡� and KeyBLD⌫"25. Bene�ting from the power of BERT model, we further propose to use it as
the block ranker to select key blocks. For each collection of Robust04 and GOV2, the experiment results show that
KeyB3 obtains the best for �ve metrics, and for other metrics, KeyB3 is on par with KeyBLD)���⇡� and KeyBLD⌫"25.
For MQ2007 collection, KeyB3 obtains the best results for all metrics and signi�cant better than KeyBLD)���⇡� and
KeyBLD⌫"25 for several metrics. KeyB3 also achieves the best results for 7 of 8 metrics. The above results demonstrate
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Conclusion (2)

I Approche simple qui permet permet de traiter de façon adaptée les
documents longs

I Résultats compétitifs, avec moins d’information pour des modèles
comme PARADE

I Stratégie en deux étapes (standard RI neuronale) :

1. Sélection des N documents les plus prometteurs avec un modèle de
RI standard (BM25)

2. Tri de ces documents avec un modèle de RI neuronal

I Coût reste important

Travail partiellement publié (Li & Gaussier 2021)
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Quelques réflexions/questions

I RI neuronale
I Peut-on se passer de la première étape ?
I Les modèles à la BERT ont-ils les bonnes propriétés (contraintes de

la RI) ? En particulier, la contrainte de normalisation par la longueur
n’est pas toujours compatible avec la sélection de blocs.

I TAL et RI
I Quelle est la capacité de généralisation de ces modèles ? Quels sont

les biais inductifs que nous devons prendre en compte ?
I Leur coût est-il acceptable ? Quelles pistes pour le réduire

(distillation, modèles parcimonieux) ?

Published as a conference paper at ICLR 2020

In the following, we take a holistic look at the language compositionality problems in SCAN, and
highlight their connection to equivariant maps in group theory.

3 SCAN COMPOSITIONALITY AS GROUP EQUIVARIANCE

This section puts forward the hypothesis that:

Models achieving the compositional generalization required in certain SCAN tasks are equivariant
with respect to permutation group operations2 in the input and output languages.

To unfold the meaning of our hypothesis, we must revisit some basic concepts in group theory. A
discrete group G is a set of elements {g1, . . . , g|G|}, equipped with a binary group operation “·”
satisfying the four group axioms (closure, associativity, identity, and invertibility). The sequel focuses
on permutation groups G, whose elements are permutations of a set X , and whose binary group
operation composes the permutations contained in G. The set of all permutations of X is a group, but
not all subsets of permutations of X satisfy the four group axioms, and therefore they do not form a
group. For each element g 2 G, we define the group operation Tg : X ! X as the map applying the
permutation g to the element x 2 X , to obtain Tgx. Armed with these definitions, we are ready to
introduce the main object of study in this paper: equivariant maps.

Definition 1 (Equivariant map). Let X and Y be two sets. Let G be a group whose group operation
on X is denoted by Tg : X ! X , and whose group operation on Y is denoted by T 0

g : Y ! Y . Then,
� : X ! Y is an equivariant map if and only if � (Tgx) = T 0

g�(x) for all x 2 X and g 2 G.

The operation groups (Tg, T
0
g) defined above operate on entire sequences, an enormous space when

we consider those sequences to be language sentences. In the following two definitions, we relax
group operations and equivariant maps to operate at a word level.

Definition 2 (Local group operations). Let X be a set of sequences (or sentences), where each
sequence x 2 X contains elements xi 2 V from a vocabulary set V , for all xi 2 x. Let G be a group
with associated group operation Tg : X ! X . Then, we say that Tg is a local group operation if there
exists a group operation Tgw : V ⇥ V such that Tgx = (Tgwx1, . . . , TgwxLx) for all x 2 X .

When understanding sequences as language sentences, the group operation Tgw would be a permuta-
tion of the words from the language vocabulary. Such operation can be implemented in terms of a
permutation matrix, a |V|⇥ |V| matrix with zero/one entries where each row and each column sum to
one. Finally, we leverage the definition of local group operations to define locally equivariant maps.

Definition 3 (Locally equivariant map). Let X and Y be two sets of sequences. Let G be a group
whose group operation on X is local in its vocabulary, denoted by Tg : X ! X , and whose group
operation on Y is local in its vocabulary and denoted by T 0

g : Y ⇥ Y . Then, we say that � : X ! Y
is an equivariant map if and only if �(Tgx) = T 0

g�(x) for all x 2 X and g 2 G.

x x0

y y0
�

Tg

T 0
g

�

(a)

WALK LEFT AND RUN JUMP LEFT AND RUN

LTURN WALK RUN LTURN JUMP RUN

(b)

RUN LEFT AND WALK RUN LEFT AFTER WALK

(1)z }| {
LTURN RUN

(2)z }| {
WALK

(2)z }| {
WALK

(1)z }| {
LTURN RUN

(c)

Figure 1: (a) Commutative diagram for equivariance. (b) Local equivariance enables generalization to verb
replacement in SCAN. (c) Local equivariance does not enable generalization to conjunction replacement in
SCAN.

2Standard terminology in group theory denotes the elements of a group “to act on” elements of a set. However,
as the output language in SCAN is in navigation “actions”, we use the “operate” terminology for group elements
to avoid ambiguity.
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